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Wiki page, Slideshow, Slideshowslide: Adding SlideshowSlide to a Slideshow plugin broke the slideshow

Version
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Category
- Bug

Description
On Firefox and Safari OSX on the congratulation install page I set the slideshow plugin it worked just fine.

Then I add the SlideShowSlide plugin at some point it stopped to work. Sometimes I only see a black background (the default slide) and the slideshow cog icon. Sometimes all the slides are displayed together and the setting (cogs) menu ne s'ouvre pas. And more...

I updated the Tiki, re-run setup.sh, cleared Tiki cache, restart the browser, cleared the history (cookies), force refresh, use new tab, use incognito tab, etc. I create a new page and copy a different slideshow working on the show instance.

Not working anymore.

I rolled-back and recreated a new page with a new slideshow on the 2 browsers I was experimenting the page. Nothing work anymore.

If I open a third browser that never saw the page it is working back.

SlideShowSlide is not working and at some point it broke reveal.js. Something is stored/stuck somewhere and it forbid me to use the slideshow plugin.

In the console I can see the following.

Uncaught InternalError: too much recursion
I updated, re-run setup.sh, cleared Tiki cache, restart the browser, cleared the history (cookies)... Nothing.

Importance
2

Easy to solve?
5

Priority
10

Demonstrate Bug (Tiki 19+)
This bug has been demonstrated on show2.tikiwiki.org
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